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Recent notes in the New Zealand Alpine Journal express alarm at the 'foreign'
invasion by Aussies and the new climbs that they are now putting up, whilst
an exposure death during the annual introductory beginners' climbing meet
on the steep Watsons Crags on the Snowy Mountains in .S.W. points a
critical finger at mass-produced 'climbing' outstripping the available leaders.
Probably we may expect to see proper Instructor grading grow in proportion
to the fatalities, but in a small population of eleven million it will be time before
the sophistication of other countries is reached in these aspects of mountaineer
ing; in fact, before it becomes too stylised we may see a 'golden age' of Aust
ralian climbing emerge. Warwick Deacock

New Zealand

Summary, 1968-9 To meet the Editorial deadline date these notes are being
written in February, during the middle of the New Zealand climbing season,
instead of July as in the past. Some significant comments can be made about
events as they appear at present, knowing that more might need to be stated a
year from now.

Already, over eighty people have stood on top of Mount Cook this summer, a
greater number than in any previous whole season. This indicates an increasing
number of climbers, easier ice conditions than in recent years and the fact that
we have nothing like the population pressure as on the European routes. Of the
eight main routes on the mountain, seven have been climbed in the last month.
The fifth ascent of the South ridge was a climb in very icy conditions. Each
of the three rock steps provided major obstacles and the party of three, Bob
Cunninghame, Jim Strang, and John Glasgow spent two nights out on their
traverse to the nearest shelter, Gardiner hut.

The rarely touched North ridge was climbed by a strong party which kept on
the ridge all the way, not avoiding the three buttresses which were turned by
their four predecessors on this route.

Mount Tasman, the second highest mountain, was not climbed so frequently.
However, there were two interesting west to east traverses. One, up a rock
buttress, which is likely to include future interesting variations, and down via
Silberhorn, was by George Harris and Murray Jones. The same pair climbed
a new ice and rock couloir on Douglas Peak.

Over 200 miles to the south, the same Murray Jones and Harold Jacobs made
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an outstanding face climb on Sabre. Not far away one of the last unclimbed
named mountains, L1oyd's Peak was ascended.

The two main climbing clubs in Christchurch have raised a considerable sum
of money for the purchase of light transceivers to halt the accident rate and
stop overcrowding in the small and scarce huts. These will make a considerable
difference to many aspects of the remote and long climbs.

A Hillary group was in Nepal for hospital and school work in the Khumbu area.
The party was in the field before the raising of climbing restrictions was
announced, so it was too late to organise any !)otable mountaineering (see p 243
for report on river exploration).

Antarctic mountaineering also failed to reach the headlines. There has been
a decline in Government spending in that area. Most New Zealand effort went
into the establishing of a new base in one of the dry valleys, instead of the past
long-distance exploratory traverses.

In the Andes, New Zealand parties were much more active, and on the whole
they were very successful (pp 7,247,255, and 257). N. D. Hardie

Traverse of Arrowsmith Range The first traverse of this Range from the
East Horn to Jagged Peak was made in the last weekend of January 1969 by
two Christchurch mountaineers, W. Huber and B. Hearfield. Their ascent was
one of the few to have been made by the East ridge and made front-page news
in Christchurch.

The traverse from the Cameron hut (3500 ft) and back took thirty-five hours,
the six peaks traversed range from 8500 ft to more than 9000 ft, involving a
constant gain and loss of altitude, in some places as much as ICOO ft. The
weather was good and the nights out were spent bivouacking without sleeping
bags.

The climbers left the Cameron hut at 2.30am on the Saturday, went up the
Cameron glacier, climbed the East Horn and East ridge of Mount Arrowsmith,
the most interesting and technically enjoyable section of the traverse, and
continued to Couloir Peak (8675 ft). Next day they traversed Twin Peaks,
Tower Peak and Upham Peak to Jagged Peak (8910 ft) which they reached at
7pm. They spent Sunday night just above Jagged Col.
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Both climbers are seasoned hands, Huber having been in New Zealand for
several years, coming from Austria where he was a mountain guide, and Hear
field led an Andean expedition early in the 60S. (The East ridge of
Arrowsmith was first climbed in February 1954 by J. C. Pattle and R. H.
Watson.) Audrey Salkeld

Antarctica
Italian expedition, 1968 This C.A.1. expedition was led by C. Mauri and
included A. Ollier and I. Piussi. Mount Erebu>1 was climbed and also ten other
peaks between 6000 and 9000 ft in the Wright Dry Valley area. Scientific work

. under Prof Sergre, a geophysicist, was carried out at Scott Base and McMurdo
Station, and in the Boomerang Range area and in the Wright Dry Valley area,
at the invitation of the D.S.I.R. Antarctic Division after the Ross Dependency
Res;arch Committee had decided last year to give support to small groups from
non-Treaty countries.

Japanese polar expedition, 1968 This expedition, led by Masami Murayama,
reached the South Pole in December. They travelled about 1250 miles alto
gether from their Shofa Base on Ongul Island.

Four snow-cats were used. One member was badly injured in an accident on
3 October and was taken back to Base. This is reported to be the first time that a
Japanese exploring group has reached the South Pole. Audrey Salkeld

The origin of Antarctica Science of 2 August 1968 records the discovery of
a bone fragment, probably of a Triassic amphibian, in the upper Beardmore
glacier area of the mountains of Antarctica in December 1967. This
is believed to be the first direct evidence of land-living vertebrates inhabiting
the Antarctic continent in a rather remote geological period. Similar further
discoveries, if made, would strengthen the evidence of a land connection
permitting Triassic tetrapods to migrate between Antarctica and some of the
other southern continents, thus lending support to the theory of continental
drift. Audrey Salkeld
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